1 Introduction

The rendering of refractive objects has fascinated researchers from the early days of computer graphics [KK86][Whi80]. In that pioneering work, the objects were either defined implicitly or described as a polygonal mesh or spline patches, and this still is the representation of choice in current popular renderers, such as POV-Ray [POV] and others. On the other hand, the modeling of refraction in discretely sampled objects, as constituted by volumetric datasets, has been studied much later by Rodgman and Chen [RC01] at great depth. In that work it became apparent that refraction in discrete datasets is extremely sensitive to: (i) the detection of the exact location of the refractive interface, (ii) the amount of noise that may exist in the volume datasets, and (iii) the interpolation filter used to estimate the density of the materials on both sides of the refractive interface. Violating any of these constraints, and especially the first, will cause rays to stray from the correct path, where even a small angular error can cause a ray to terminate at a location on the backdrop (for example, the popular checkerboard) vastly remote from the physically correct location. These errors are amplified by the length of the distance the ray traverses past the refraction location until it hits the backdrop image. This is a prime reason why the quality of the filter used for interpolation and gradient (refractive index) calculation is so important, and a related paper [LM05] has addressed these filter aspects in great detail. In that prior work, refraction was only used as a way to illustrate our new insights into filter design, since its sensitivity to filter quality represents an excellent means for a visual presentation of these quality issues, and Section 3.1 will summarize these insights in order to justify some of the choices we have made for the work reported here.

In this current paper, we focus on the computational aspects of refraction, in the context of volume visualization and volume graphics. More concretely, we strive to present a framework that allows users to design refractive discretely sampled objects in a near-interactive manner and with a good estimation of the refractive effects. We have found that once refractive objects are sufficiently complex in shape, or even more so, if a few refractive objects are embedded into one another, it is very difficult to predict the visual effects that result from their illumination without actually looking at the real object or a computer simulation of it. In that respect, our paper is somewhat related to a recent paper on the computer modeling of gemstones [GS04], which employed Heckbert’s beam-tracing [HH84] approach to manage the rays refracted at the polygonal surface that modeled the many facets of the diamond. However, in contrast to that work, our paper does not target polygonally-meshed surfaces. Rather, it considers objects as being represented as a set of sample points, arranged into a three-dimensional regular grid, which is the common data representation in volume graphics.
In volume graphics, the degree of object smoothness is determined by the interpolation filter, and the level of available detail is determined by the resolution of the grid. The former poses certain demands on the filters used for object reconstruction, while the latter is bounded by data storage and management constraints. Another key issue is the rendering speed, which is directly affected by the number of grid interpolation calculations that need to be performed. In this paper, we offer an elegant method based on a filtered octree with pre-classified cells to identify a refractive iso-surface quickly, while still employing high-quality interpolation filters. These two methods combined allow for a near-interactive design of refractive volume graphics objects with high-quality visual feedback. These acceleration methods are applicable for any shape complexity of the background object. In addition, we shall see that this restriction to planar backdrop images also allows for an attractive acceleration for anti-aliasing.

Since our focus is the volume graphics object and the evaluation and design of its refractive properties, we prefer to employ a simple shape, such as a plane, to hold the background texture used for illustrating the resulting distortion patterns. This eliminates possibly confounding visual effects that might otherwise arise from a competing object reconstruction, while the latter is bounded by data storage and management constraints. Another key issue is the rendering speed, which is directly affected by the number of grid interpolation calculations that need to be performed. In this paper, we offer an elegant method based on a filtered octree with pre-classified cells to identify a refractive iso-surface quickly, while still employing high-quality interpolation filters. These two methods combined allow for a near-interactive design of refractive volume graphics objects with high-quality visual feedback. These acceleration methods are applicable for any background texture used for illustrating the resulting distortion patterns. This eliminates possibly confounding visual effects that might otherwise arise from a competing shape complexity of the background object. In addition, we shall see that this restriction to planar backdrop images also allows for an attractive acceleration for anti-aliasing.

The structure of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present related work in this area, while Section 3 addresses the theoretical aspects of the current work and outlines present problems. Section 4 describes our actual implementation, and Section 5 and 6 present results and conclusions, respectively.

2 Related Work
Refractive ray tracing has been the subject of much interest even early on in computer graphics, where Kay [KK86] was the first to apply Snell’s law to model this optical effect. Soon after, Whitted [Whi80] produced the now famous image of floating transparent balls over a checkerboard to show off his recursive ray tracing framework. Amanatides [Ama84] developed the concept of cone tracing, where slender cone rays extend from each pixel, with an initial diameter the size of the pixel. These cone rays are then distorted at refractive and reflective surfaces. As mentioned above, Rodgman and Chen [RC01], in their pioneering work, discussed the subject of refraction in volumetric datasets at great detail. They use a discrete ray tracing approach, and in that context they discuss three measures designed to provide the material densities on both sides of a material interface required by Snell’s law in order to compute the refraction angle. First, in order to locate a material interface itself, they use a small ray step size, much less than unity. Then, they describe four methods designed to ensure proper positions to sample these two materials, and in that context, they mention the difficulties associated with correctly separating two subdomains to estimate the refraction index. In another paper [RC04], the same authors employed regularized anisotropic nonlinear diffusion to quantify distortion and improve image quality. Their method bears some similarity to the non-linear ray tracing approach described by Gröller et al. [Grö95], which illustrates the effects of continuous dynamically and chaotic fields by visualizing the way in which they bend the light rays traversing it. This approach was later extended by Weiskopf et al. [WSE04] using a GPU-based implementation to compute the refraction of rays subject to a space-filling analytical medium, such as the relativistic field of a black hole. There, the step size of the rays is adaptively adjusted to conform to their local curvature. In our work, we are more interested in the design of surface-based volumetric objects and thus our filtered octree-based space decomposition method to accelerate the rays is more appropriate.

3 Issues related to refraction visualization
Refractive ray tracing has been the subject of much interest even early on in computer graphics, where Kay [KK86] was the first to apply Snell’s law to model this optical effect. Soon after, Whitted [Whi80] produced the now famous image of floating transparent balls over a checkerboard to show off his recursive ray tracing framework. Amanatides [Ama84] developed the concept of cone tracing, where slender cone rays extend from each pixel, with an initial diameter the size of the pixel. These cone rays are then distorted at refractive and reflective surfaces. As mentioned above, Rodgman and Chen [RC01], in their pioneering work, discussed the subject of refraction in volumetric datasets at great detail. They use a discrete ray tracing approach, and in that context they discuss three measures designed to provide the material densities on both sides of a material interface required by Snell’s law in order to compute the refraction angle. First, in order to locate a material interface itself, they use a small ray step size, much less than unity. Then, they describe four methods designed to ensure proper positions to sample these two materials, and in that context, they mention the difficulties associated with correctly separating two subdomains to estimate the refraction index. In another paper [RC04], the same authors employed regularized anisotropic nonlinear diffusion to quantify distortion and improve image quality. Their method bears some similarity to the non-linear ray tracing approach described by Gröller et al. [Grö95], which illustrates the effects of continuous dynamically and chaotic fields by visualizing the way in which they bend the light rays traversing it. This approach was later extended by Weiskopf et al. [WSE04] using a GPU-based implementation to compute the refraction of rays subject to a space-filling analytical medium, such as the relativistic field of a black hole. There, the step size of the rays is adaptively adjusted to conform to their local curvature. In our work, we are more interested in the design of surface-based volumetric objects and thus our filtered octree-based space decomposition method to accelerate the rays is more appropriate.

3.1 Gradient estimation
Refractive ray tracing has been the subject of much interest even early on in computer graphics, where Kay [KK86] was the first to apply Snell’s law to model this optical effect. Soon after, Whitted [Whi80] produced the now famous image of floating transparent balls over a checkerboard to show off his recursive ray tracing framework. Amanatides [Ama84] developed the concept of cone tracing, where slender cone rays extend from each pixel, with an initial diameter the size of the pixel. These cone rays are then distorted at refractive and reflective surfaces. As mentioned above, Rodgman and Chen [RC01], in their pioneering work, discussed the subject of refraction in volumetric datasets at great detail. They use a discrete ray tracing approach, and in that context they discuss three measures designed to provide the material densities on both sides of a material interface required by Snell’s law in order to compute the refraction angle. First, in order to locate a material interface itself, they use a small ray step size, much less than unity. Then, they describe four methods designed to ensure proper positions to sample these two materials, and in that context, they mention the difficulties associated with correctly separating two subdomains to estimate the refraction index. In another paper [RC04], the same authors employed regularized anisotropic nonlinear diffusion to quantify distortion and improve image quality. Their method bears some similarity to the non-linear ray tracing approach described by Gröller et al. [Grö95], which illustrates the effects of continuous dynamically and chaotic fields by visualizing the way in which they bend the light rays traversing it. This approach was later extended by Weiskopf et al. [WSE04] using a GPU-based implementation to compute the refraction of rays subject to a space-filling analytical medium, such as the relativistic field of a black hole. There, the step size of the rays is adaptively adjusted to conform to their local curvature. In our work, we are more interested in the design of surface-based volumetric objects and thus our filtered octree-based space decomposition method to accelerate the rays is more appropriate.

Figure 1: Snell’s law for refraction.
lead to more severe visual artifacts than when the normal vector is poorly estimated in illumination calculations. Also, while the gradient is estimated by the density function in the volume, points in the data set are discrete-valued, which may not be able to represent the continuous density function strictly. Thus, even if an analytic function has been sampled into the grid, storing the sample points in the datasets as truncated integers will result in rounding errors. Finally, real-world data sets, such as medical datasets, may be noisy, which will also lead to artifacts in the gradient calculation. The refraction process will accentuate any of these imperfections tremendously. Therefore, a good gradient filter with just the right amount of smoothing and anti-aliasing is strongly recommended for high-quality refraction.

In [LM05] we compared interpolation filters, such as the traditional cubic Catmull-Rom (or cubic convolution, CC) filter, and found that non-interpolating filters tend to give more freedom in filter design, since we do not need to put constraints onto the basis function. The B-Spline family filters, a widely used non-interpolating basis function, estimate the function and its gradient much more accurately than CC filters. Although the B-Spline requires a pre-filtering of the data first [UAE93], this is just a one-time procedure, whose outcome can be used repeatedly. For signals that are corrupted by noise, an exact B-spline interpolation not necessarily results in the most adequate continuous signal approximation. In this case, a more favorable approach is to employ the smoothing B-spline in place of the regular B-spline [UAE93][UAE93]. Ideally, when the pass-band becomes closer to the sinc-rectangle, the image will be less smooth, while when the stop-band decreases more sharply, the aliasing will decrease. The smooth B-Spline with a free parameter, $\lambda$, is able to adjust the degree of smoothing.

### 3.2 Super-sampling

Part of the aliasing stems from sampling the background texture at a rate lower than the Nyquist frequency requirement. Fig. 2 shows the effect of under-sampling, when illuminating a simple glass sphere with refracted light rays passing through. Here we observe, that at the two ends of the line in this figure the rays bend at much larger angle than the rays around the middle of the line. This leads to the background image being sampled below the Nyquist rate at these locations. One way to overcome this problem is to use super-sampling to increase this sampling rate, that is, send more rays per image pixel. A common practice is to shoot a matrix of rays per pixel, possibly with jitter, and then average the result. However, a major downside of super-sampling is the excessive cost incurred by having to send these many more rays across the object.

#### 3.3 Refraction interface

An additional challenge comes from the need to determine where the refraction interfaces lie inside the discretely sampled datasets. We use iso-surfaces to represent the refraction interface. Here, each interpolation filter will obviously give rise to (slightly, but crucial for refraction) different iso-surface shape, as smoothness increases with higher-order filters. To locate the exact location of the iso-surface for traditional low-order filters, such as central difference and trilinear, we use the analytical methods described in [PPL*99]. For the higher-order filters, such as cubic convolution and B-Spline, we use Brent’s iterative root finding method [Bre73] since at these higher function orders no analytic root can be found. Brent’s method works efficiently for B-splines due to the non-negativity property of the B-spline basis function.

### 4 Acceleration methods

In order to get accurate and pleasing images, refraction is usually done with raytracing, but along with this comes extensive computational cost. Although a great deal of work has been done on the acceleration of raytracing for main stream computer graphics, much less work has focused on accelerating the raytracing of sampled objects interpolated with spline-based filters. Next we describe our contributions in this regard.

#### 4.1 DDA and octree

The 3D-DDA algorithm, such as Bresenham’s algorithm, is a very fast line drawing algorithm. If we combine it with the previously mentioned root-finding methods, we can guarantee that no isosurface is missed. We use 3D-DDA to step from cell to cell, and when the potential for an iso-surface exists, we perform further checks. This approach eliminates the need for high ray stepping rates (on the order of 0.1 to 0.01) of [RC01] and therefore provides for faster rendering.

However, the speed can still be improved by space-decomposition techniques, such as an octree. The octree allows us to check and skip the space that does not contain an isosurface quickly. The approaches for octree traversal fall into bottom-up and top-down. Usually, bottom-up approaches start at and work entirely on leaf nodes, while top-down approaches start from the root and work down
towards leaves. In order to identify large spaces with or without iso-surfaces as early as possible, we choose the top-down approach.

### 4.2 Pre-computed cell-classification

One useful property of the Spline-based filters is that the basis functions are always non-negative. This makes it possible to achieve acceleration by classifying the voxel cells that may contain the iso-surface in a pre-process, either through a gradient morphologic method [TU03] or, better, by a novel scheme that exploits the monotonic-decay and non-negativity properties of the B-Spline filter. Both of these methods are described next.

#### 4.2.1. Binary morphologic cell-classification (BMCC)

In [TU03] a method using binary morphology in the pre-processing stage was proposed for an acceleration that employs traditional binary dilation and erosion operators to filter out (tag) all cells that cannot contain the iso-surface. Here, a cell is a 2^3 grid point neighborhood. This leads to a considerable reduction of cells that have to be inspected for containing the iso-surface at runtime.

The B-Spline of order \( n \) is a filter with an effective support of \((n+1)^3\). Therefore, in 3D for a specific sample point, only a neighborhood of \((n+1)^3\) grid points will affect it. We call these points the effective supporting neighbors (see Fig. 3).

In the binary morphologic cell classification (BMCC) method, after the spline coefficients have been computed (via pre-filtering), the iso-value is subtracted from these coefficients and a binary coefficient representation is generated, setting 1 for a subtracted coefficient larger than zero and otherwise 0. Then the morphological gradient (dilation subtracting erosion) is applied to the binary coefficients and only those cells with effective supporting neighbors that have a mix of 0s and 1s in their binary coefficients are flagged with 1. These are the cells that potentially contain an iso-surface since the local density field generated by their effective neighbors may transition from 0 to 1, and vice versa. Effectively, dilation expands the outside boundary of the object, and erosion removes the inside volume. After dilation subtracting erosion, a thick binary fringe that lines the iso-surface is left.

Although effective, the membership requirement of the binary morphological method is too conservative, leaving the remaining fringe too wide. This is because the method does not take into account the relative importance of neighboring points as a function of distance (which maps directly to the weighting with the interpolation filter), as well as their values, in the determination of their contribution to the interpolated value at an arbitrary sampling point \( x \). Every neighbor which can affect the value of \( x \) has been given the same influence on \( x \), which inflates the number of iso-surface candidates, and in turn causes an unnecessary large number of false alarms when searching for the iso-surface as a ray traverses the grid. Consider the case in which all neighboring points have a value below the iso-value, except one point that is relatively far away and of a value slightly greater than the iso-value. In that case, it is almost certain that the interpolated value of this point will be below the iso-value. However, the binary morphologic cell-classification just presented will flag this cell as a possible isosurface cell and will prompt more expensive further tests when encountered by a traversing ray. Next, we describe a new non-binary scheme that is more sensitive to these issues.

#### 4.2.2. Continuous cell-classification (CCC)

Determining the maximum and minimum possible value inside a cell is an optimization problem for maximizing and minimizing the interpolating function:

\[
f(x) = \sum_k c_k \phi(x - k), \quad i \leq x \leq i + 1, \quad k, i \in \mathbb{Z}^d.
\]

Here, \( c_k \) are the coefficients for each grid point while \( \phi(x) \) is the basis function.

For the quadratic and cubic B-spline, this optimization problem can be solved as follows. First, we find the set of stationary points by solving the first partial derivatives set to zero. Then for each such stationary point, we determine its eigenvalues by ways of the Hessian matrix which is based on the second partials. If the eigenvalues of a stationary point are all positive, then the point is a local minimum point, while if the eigenvalues are all negative, it is a local maximum. These maxima and minima points form critical points, and an interpolation at these will yield the minimum-maximum value range of the cell.

However, this calculation is quite time-consuming. The method needs to solve this optimization problem in each cell of a volume. Furthermore, due to the boundedness to the cell, there are several different special cases, which require additional computations. The critical point may not fall into a cell, but may appear on faces, edges or vertices, as shown in Fig. 4 (next page). The optimization problem needs to be solved for each of these. Finally, for a B-spline of order larger than 3, the high order first and second partial derivatives are difficult or impossible to
solve. We therefore decided to employ an approximate method, as described next.

4.2.3. Approximate CCC (ACCC)

In light of these arguments, we propose a novel method we call approximate continuous cell-classification (ACCC). It is not as analytic as CCC, but it considerably tightens the iso-surface candidate requirement of BMCC, taking into account both the grid point values and the underlying B-Spline interpolation filter, but avoiding the excessive computational cost of CCC.

Fig. 5 sketches the idea in 1D. To accomplish the cell-tag volume, one can simply splat each voxel into a cell grid, weighted by its value and the basis function values at the cell boundaries (to contribute to the MIN and MAX sums, as further explained in the caption). The aggregation of all such splats will then determine if the cell is likely to participate in the iso-surface or not. It will if the value range (called the approximate range) contains the iso-value (or crosses zero if this process follows the subtraction mechanism mentioned in Section 4.2.1).

More formally (see also Fig. 6), when the absolute distance between a grid point and an arbitrary sample point $x$ is within $\varepsilon$ and $(i, i+1)$, the interpolated value at $x$ is:

$$f(x) = \sum_k c_k \phi(x-k) = f_{iso} + \sum_k (c_k - f_{iso}) \phi(x-k)$$

where $f_{iso}$ is the iso-value, $\phi$ is the (monotonically decreasing, non-negative) kernel function, and $k \in \mathbb{Z}^d$.

Now consider $x$ to be located between $i$ and $i+1$. Then we know that the upper bound of the interpolation value that $x$ can take is given by:

$$\text{Max}(f(x)) = f_{iso} + \text{Max} \left[ \sum_k (c_k - f_{iso}) \phi(x-k) \right]$$

where $\text{Max}(x-k) = \phi(i)$, where $i \leq |k-i| < i+1$

$$\text{Min}(x-k) = \phi(i+1), \quad \text{if } (c_k - f_{iso}) < 0$$

Likewise, the lower bound of the interpolation value for $x$ is given by:

$$\text{Min}(f(x)) = f_{iso} + \text{Min} \left[ \sum_k (c_k - f_{iso}) \phi(x-k) \right]$$

where $\text{Min}(x-k) = \phi(i+1)$, where $i \leq |k-i| < i+1$ and $k, i \in \mathbb{Z}^d$.

![Figure 4: Cases for critical point with maximum or minimum value in a cell, (a) inside a cell, (b) on a face, (c) on an edge, (d) on a vertex.](image)

![Figure 5: Sketch of the ACCC method: For any point between grid point $i$ and $i+1$, its value is always within the range \text{Sum}(\text{MIN}) and \text{Sum}(\text{MAX}), where MAXj and MINj are the maximum and minimum values, respectively, of the voxel-scaled bases functions on grid point $i$ and $i+1$, with kernel $j$ traversing across grid cell $(i, i+1)$.](image)

![Figure 6: Illustration of the ACCC method with two grid point kernels: The kernel for any sample point between grid point 3 and 4 is within the narrow band of the kernels on grid point 3 and 4.](image)
Therefore, by computing the lower and upper bound of the interpolation value that $x$, located between discrete point $i$ and $i+1$, can take, we can give a good estimate whether the region between $i$ and $i+1$ contains the iso-value or not.

This logic can be easily extended to 3-D interpolation, taking advantage of the fact that the interpolating function is separable:

$$f(x) = \sum_{i,j,k} c_{ijk} \phi(x-i)\phi(x-j)\phi(x-k)$$

$$= \sum_{i,j,k} (c_{ijk} - f_{iso}) \phi(x-i)\phi(x-j)\phi(x-k) + f_{iso}$$

Therefore the upper bound for the interpolation value of an arbitrary point $x$, located in the cell $(i, j, k) - (i+1, j+1, k+1)$, is given by in equation (1) below. The lower bound can be derived similarly.

4.2.4 Discussion

In [TU03], Thevenaz and Unser proposed a voxel pruning scheme to improve their binary morphologic method and reduce the number of voxels that are flagged as possibly containing the iso-surface. For this, they use the multiresolution space embedding property of splines. They revisit this voxel pruning scheme of [TU03], this progressive refinement strategy would trade computational efficiency for higher accuracy.

4.3 Post-refraction super-sampling

Traditional super-sampling has the disadvantage of requiring an excessive amount of time, although it provides good rendering quality. Here, we propose a new method, named post-refraction super-sampling (PRSS), to save the largest part of the computational cost for the ray tracing while retaining the quality benefits of super sampling. Our method does not need to trace more rays, and it only performs the super-sampling on the background texture. We should note at this point that our method assumes a planar background texture, and it also assumes that there are no textured objects with extensive shading effects along the ray path. With the current framework, it could be extended to handle non-planar background objects, by ways of a warping procedure. We find, however, that for testing the refractive properties of an object, a flat background object is in fact most useful since then the only distortion comes from the object under evaluation.

Our PRSS method makes use of the space coherence of a matrix of neighboring rays. Once we obtain each ray’s position on the background plane, we know the shape of this refracted ray matrix and the super-sampling can be done based on the known ray matrix arrangement. Fig. 7 (next page) explains the individual steps of our post-refraction supersampling. The algorithm keeps a record of each pixel’s background position in an intermediate image $A$, which is of the same size than the original image. Then for each point $p$, we take the closest 8 points in this image $A$, get their positions, which we then conceptually map to the background image. Here, the number of 8 can be increased if a higher sampling rate is needed. The resulting pattern (the distorted background image in Fig. 7) tells us the structure of the refraction-distorted local image pixel grid, which is what we really like to know. Based on this pattern, we sample $A$ and take the intermediate points between the 8 neighbors and the center point $p$. Then we do a low-pass filtering along the center point and the inter-

$$Max(f(x)) = f_{iso} + Max_{i,j,k} \left \{ \sum_{i,j,k} (c_{ijk} - f_{iso}) \phi(x-i)\phi(x-j)\phi(x-k) \right \}$$

$$= f_{iso} + \sum_{i,j,k} (c_{ijk} - f_{iso}) \begin{cases} Max\phi(x-i)Max\phi(x-j)Max\phi(x-k), & \text{if } (c_{ijk} - f_{iso}) \geq 0 \\ Min\phi(x-k)Min\phi(x-j)Min\phi(x-k), & \text{if } (c_{ijk} - f_{iso}) < 0 \end{cases}$$

(1)
mediate points. The result yields the supersampled density for the center point $p$. The advantage of this algorithm is that by tracking the ray’s background position, we know the shape of a group of neighboring points, which gives us an imprint on to what degree the refraction has distorted the original background image for display, without the cost of the actual supersampling.

The use of post-refraction supersampling in place of the real supersampling improves performance noticeably, especially for larger or complicated datasets with multiple isosurfaces.

5 Experiments

This section presents results we have obtained with the methods just described. All results were generated on a Pentium(R) processor running at 1.5GHz with 768MB of RAM. We did not use the GPU other than for display.

5.1 Effects of gradient filters and supersampling

The assessment of different gradient filters and sampling rate for the task of refraction was first performed using a simple transparent smooth sphere (constant-valued sphere with a Gaussian fringe, of size of $64^3$) with the background set to a checkerboard.

Fig. 8 shows the sphere refraction images, comparing the smooth B-spline 3 with the traditional Catmull-Rom cubic convolution using three different sampling methods: without supersampling, traditional supersampling, and our post-refraction supersampling. We observe that the smooth B-Spline 3 achieves much clearer pictures of the distorted background than the traditional Catmull-Rom cubic convolution, while both have nearly the same run time (See Table 1). The better image quality comes from the smoothing capability of the B-Spline, which removes much of the noise caused by integer rounding and also reduces the corresponding aliases.

The same figure compares the volume rendering results of our post-refraction super-sampling (PRSS) with those obtained with traditional super-sampling (real SS) and without super-sampling. We observe that without supersampling some jaggies along the edges of the distorted checkerboard remain, especially in the sphere’s periphery. On the other hand, PRSS preserves the quality of the traditional method, but requires much less time and space. We find that the speedup factor of PRSS is nearly equal the degree of super-sampling.

The rendering experiments reported in Fig. 8 and Table 1 were performed with raytracing at a small stepsize of 0.1 (to make sure that no silhouette iso-surface point is missed). These experiments indicate that PRSS incurs a time penalty of less than 2% compared to a rendering without supersampling, while traditional supersampling incurs a time penalty of over 300% compared to non-supersampled rendering (see Table 1). More dramatic speed-ups can be expected for larger datasets. We should note, however, that the method is only an approximation and may not be stable enough for sharply changing refraction patterns in a small local neighborhood on the object. However, we have found that it has worked surprisingly well for the objects we have rendered (see below).

![Figure 7: Post-refraction super-sampling](image)

![Figure 8: Refracted smooth sphere comparing Catmull-Rom Cubic and B-spline 3 with smooth $\lambda=1$ in three different categories. (a) without using super-sampling. (b) Traditional super-sampling. (c) Post-refraction super-sampling.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without SS</th>
<th>Real SS</th>
<th>PRSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C.C.</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>28.02</td>
<td>7.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-spline 3</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>26.83</td>
<td>6.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Time (in secs) required to produce the images of Fig. 8, rendered with raytracing at a stepsize of 0.1.
5.2 Acceleration methods

Based on the initial version of our ray tracer with PRSS and the gradient filter as B-spline 3, we applied several acceleration methods, BMCC, ACCC, DDA, and octree. The ACCC method gives much more accurate information and decreases the number of isosurface-containing voxel candidates to around half for spline 3. This helps in the octree-guided ray acceleration to quickly detect the cells containing the iso-surface. Table 2 compares the time required for ray casting (with stepsize 0.1) to DDA and our octree methods with two cell-classification method respectively, BMCC and ACCC, using PRSS and B-spline 3, as well as Brent’s method to compute the isosurface penetration exactly. On average, DDA increases the speed dramatically compared to stepped raycasting by a factor of around 7, while the octree improves DDA about 3 times. The ACCC saves about 50% time over BMCC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>raycast</th>
<th>BMCC</th>
<th>ACCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>step=0.1</td>
<td>DDA</td>
<td>Octree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctHead</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobster</td>
<td>83.86</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teapot</td>
<td>287.43</td>
<td>41.61</td>
<td>17.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Times (in seconds) for the acceleration of ray-cast with. DDA vs. Octree and BMCC vs. ACCC. On average, DDA increases the speed around 7 times comparing to raycast, while the octree improves DDA about 3 times. The ACCC saves about 50% time over BMCC.

5.3 Images obtained with refracting objects

Using the artificial smooth sphere produced from the Gaussian function, we shall now have a look at the scenario of refraction at multiple interfaces. For this, instead of just one layer of Gaussian fringe, we added one or two smooth holes into the original sphere (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). The resulting images also illustrate the complexity that can result once there are chains of refractive surfaces. For example, in Fig. 10 (b) and (c), the small spheres are originally in opposite positions inside the big sphere, while the refraction image places them both in the lower-left part of the image plane. In fact, this is reasonable since the two inner spheres are both on the route of the same input rays, considering the fact that rays are crossing inside the sphere in the diagonal direction. The difference between the inner and outer refraction layers of (b) and (c) causes different curve directions of the distorted checkerboard.

Finally, Fig. 11 represents the refraction results obtained with a volumetric teapot, while Fig. 12 shows a refraction image for the CT-Head. In these two cases of medical volumes, the smoothed B-Spline illustrates the clearest shape of the background, while best suppressing the noise. More refraction images are presented in Fig. 13, now using a photograph as the background image to act as an impostor for a real scene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DDA</th>
<th>Octree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>C.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctHead</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobster</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>12.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teapot</td>
<td>30.26</td>
<td>34.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Times (in seconds) for the acceleration with DDA and octree for different filters. On average, the octree saves about 76% time for DDA.
6 Conclusions

Obtaining high-quality refraction effects at reasonable rendering speeds has been so far a challenging task for volume graphics applications. In this paper, we have introduced a variety of methods that allow high-quality interpolation mechanisms to be used without incurring the speed penalties that usually come with these. For this, we have described a novel octree-based ray acceleration method which specifically takes advantage of the non-negativity property of B-spline kernels. These in turn produce results superior to the ones obtained with the more popular Catmull-Rom spline (which also does have this property) (see also [LM04]). Our ACCC approach for cell classification computes a cell mask that tightly fringes the refracting iso-surface, and consequently requires the testing of much fewer grid cells for iso-surface membership in the raycasting than previous strategies. Further, we have described a heuristic, yet effective method that defers supersampling to a post-rendering process, achieving results of very similar rendering quality than traditional supersampling, for a good variety of volume graphics objects.

As future work, we seek to further explore the power of volume graphics representations to approximate continuous objects at high quality, using the B-spline filters studied in this paper. In particular, we would like to compare the directly interpolated results obtained with volume graphics methods with those generated when rendering an intermediate triangulation of the discrete object, both in terms of image quality and rendering speed.

Finally, we also believe that by porting our methods to GPUs truly interactive speeds can be reached, and this is also subject to future research.
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